
Organization: Deroy Collective Family  

Line of Business: Socialist family charter  

Project: Web Design Co-op , Family culture and collective.  

Vision: I am creating a end to family psychotherapy in the home.  
 

Project description: We are ending the creation of Disabled psychopaths via over therapy.  

Scope: Social Media, In person meetings, Hear say and Digital content. All will be managed, censored 

and managed to ensure accuracy, sensitivity and preservation of Progressive values only. 

Project Deliverables: Submission of affidavit, acquisition of a lawyer and Legal dictation to end in the 

home psychological problems in exchange for a self-managed dictatorship. 

Why am I doing this? I have autism + PTSD and that really is what disqualifies my parents from using any 

form of psychology. The range of this mental illness leads to both genius and psychopathy.  

We will not: Protect the individual values of any of Tracy’s family nor her right to use her education on 

her family. She has to work within her college moving forward. We will manage Matt and Ashley 

through direct police intervention. We will have embarrassing incidents of family drama which lead to 

calling the cops.  

No privacy entitlement to start: In order to dissolve the state we have to show we are willing to charge 

the state of things to establish dictatorship.  

Multiculturalism: We are dedicated only to multiculturalism. Nothing else will even be considered.  

Environmentalism: We are sworn to environmental Socialist values. If these are challenged there will be 

severe repercussions.  

No break for family events & etc: There is no break for the purposes of family events. There just isn’t. 

Even when I am not there…. These values are to still be followed. I was rape checked in my Dad’s divorce 

agreement. Nothing is off limits now. I intend to abuse my powers related to God Complex.  

 

 


